the little
stand
system
that packs
a mighty
punch.
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Much more
than just a
framework...

Welcome to T3 Lite - the
world’s most innovative,
easy to build, compact
and intuitive modular
framework system
manufactured in the
UK and available in a
range of six standard
configurations with
various sizes.
All the stands are very simple to assemble using a straightforward Twist
and Lock mechanism with no tools necessary.
Graphics fit smoothly and easily onto the frames using graphic hangers
and magnetic edging.
T3 lite comes complete with all the parts required, there is
also a full parts backup service, with all T3 lite components having a
full lifetime guarantee.
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Air-Frame

An aluminium tube which comes with a
connector to each end. Two sides have steel
tape to allow for magnetic attachments.

Fusion

Like the Airframe, Fusion is an aluminium
tube which comes with a connector to each
end and has two sides with steel tape. Fusion
differs with the addition of two channel sides.
This gives the extrusion greater versatility to
add in twist attachments.
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Nantes
Open on two sides,
flat back walls with
the added interest
of a corner curve
section...
Nantes’ simple sweeping design is the
perfect back-drop for your exhibition stand.
Quick to assemble and take down, the stand
can be used time after time.
Available sizes
3x2m, 3x3m, 3x4m and
3x5m, (height) 2m or 2.4m. 
Optional heights available: 
2.2m, 3m
Optional accessories.
see our accessory selection guide for full
details of what fits with this stand.
Design shown is based on 3x2m, height
variant and optional accessories are not
included in price

Floor areas available for the Nantes stand
3x3m


3x4m






3x5m
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Different size Nantes stands available
Please note that accessories aren’t included
in the stand price

3x2m

3x3m

3x4m

3x5m

Monte Carlo
Open on two sides, flat
back walls with curved
panels to the mid and
end sections, offering a
multi aspect design...
Like its name suggests, Monte Carlo offers
style and sophistication to your display with
interesting curves to add extra dimension to
your graphics.
Available sizes
3x2m, 3x3m, 3x4m and
3x5m, (height) 2m or 2.4m. 
Optional heights available: 
2.2m, 3m
Optional accessories.
see our accessory selection guide for full
details of what fits with this stand
Design shown is based on 3x2m, height
variant and optional accessories are not
included in price

Floor areas available for the Monte Carlo stand
3x2m

3x3m





3x4m







3x5m




























































Different size Monte Carlo stands available
Please note that accessories aren’t included
in the stand price

3x2m

3x3m

3x4m

3x5m

Toulouse
Open on two sides, with a
combination of straight back
walls, large curved corner
panel and up to two TV
monitor sections...
For when you want to make sure your
message is clear and visual, Toulouse offers
plenty of usable areas with the addition of TV
monitor options for extra impact.
Available sizes
3x4m, 3x5m, 4x4m a
 nd
4x5m, (height) 2m or 2.4m. 
Optional heights available: 
2.2m, 3m
Optional accessories.
see our accessory selection guide for full
details of what fits with this stand
Design shown is based on 4x5m, height
variants and optional accessories are not
included in price

Floor areas available for the Toulouse stand
3x5m


4x4m






4x5m
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Different size Toulouse stands available
Please note that accessories aren’t included
in the stand price

3x2m

3x5m

4x4m

4x5m

Strasbourg
Open on two sides, angular
shaped with flat back walls
and a central cupboard
storage feature, up to
two TV monitor sections.
Offering plenty of space, Strasbourg has
clean sharp lines with an extra dimension
of a lockable cupboard section for useful
storage.
Available sizes
3x3m, 3x4m, 3x5m a
 nd
4x4m, (height) 2m or 2.4m. 
Optional heights available: 
2.2m, 3m
Optional accessories.
see our accessory selection guide for full
details of what fits with this stand
Design shown is based on 4x4m, height
variants and optional accessories are not
included in price

Floor areas available for the Strasbourg stand
3x4m

3x5m

4x4m
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Different size Strasbourg stands available
Please note that accessories aren’t included
in the stand price

3x3m

3x4m

3x5m

4x4m

Le Havre
Open on three sides, with
one large storage area
and curve ended back wall
panel for small designs,
larger size stands have two
storage areas.
Le Havre is a stand designed to immediately
welcome customers. Open and inviting
with large graphic back drop and plenty of
potential to accessorise.
Available sizes
3x3m, 3x5m, 3x6m a
 nd
4x4m, (height) 2m or 2.4m. 
Optional heights available: 
2.2m, 3m
Optional accessories.
see our accessory selection guide for full
details of what fits with this stand
Design shown is based on 4x4m, height
variants and optional accessories are not
included in price

Floor areas available for the Le Havre stand
4x4m

3x5m










3x6m
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Different size Le Havre stands available
Please note that accessories aren’t included
in the stand price

3x3m

3x5m

4x4m

3x6m

Lyon
Open on two sides, our premium
range incorporates a large back
wall for high impact visuals, with
spanned sections to allow for
easy access to the stand.
Get the ultimate wow factor with Lyon, a multi
aspect stand which entices your customers
inside to find out more. Optional TV brackets
can be mounted externally to offer a taster of
what’s on offer!
Available sizes
5x3m, 6x3m, 5x4m 
and 6x4m, (height) 3m. 
Optional accessories.

Table top with cupboard section, TV brackets,
Shelving, T3 Counter and Graphics

Design shown is based on 5x3m, optional
accessories are not included in price

Floor areas available for the Lyon stand
5x3m


6x3m












5x4m













6x4m








































































































 







































Different size Lyon stands available
Please note that accessories aren’t included
in the stand price

5x3m

6x3m

5x4m

6x4m

It’s the accessories on
a stand that turn a good
exhibition display into a
great one.
With T3 Lite this is no exception, offering an already
impressive set of standard designs you can further
add to the layout with a range of optional accessories
to ensure your stand is truly unique to you.
Choose from shelving to house your brochures and
leaflets, or TV brackets to add that extra visual impact,
there are counters where you can attach further
graphics and store point of sale items and don’t
forget lighting, always an important way to enhance
your display.
TV (1 x tv bracket >37”)
+ (1 x TV frame)

TV (1 x tv bracket >37”)
+ (1 x TV frame)

Shelving unit
(double)

integral
cupboard

Accessories

Selection Guide (part 1)
Find your stand choice below, look at the below green
sections to see where accessories can fit on your stand
Nantes

Monte Carlo
*

**

Toulouse
*

*

Strasbourg

Le Havre

Lyon
*

* Please note that only a cupboard option will fit in these locations

*

Accessories

Selection Guide (part 2)
Shelves 		

extras

Shelving unit (upper or lower)

optional shelf

Shelving unit (full)

optional shelf

optional shelf

Shelving unit (upper or lower)
Either upper or lower shelf units can be
constructed from the accessory.

Shelving unit (double)
Select this option if you require a full
height shelving unit.

Lower Shelves

Cupboard
Shelving unit		
(lower only with internal shelf)

extras
N/A

Cupboard unit (lower)
The cupboard unit can only be fitted at floor level,
and comes with a removable shelf and locking door.

Upper Shelves

Double Shelves

Accessories

Selection Guide (part 3)
TV/Monitor

extras

TV Unit		

N/A

TV Bracket up to 37” (up to 15kg)

N/A

TV Bracket 37” - 50” (up to 25kg)

N/A

TV unit*
Select this option whichever bracket you decide on as
this will supply you with a framework to strengthen your
stand to take the extra weight of your TV/Monitor.
Please note that the frame has a base shelf for weighting we recommend you
place double the weight of your monitor on this shelf

TV unit
(showing 25kg
bracket)

TV Bracket (up to 15kg)
Ideal for monitors or TV’s up to 15kg in weight
TV bracket up
to 15kg

TV Bracket (up to 25kg)
Ideal for large LCD and Plasma TV’s up to 25kg in
weight

TV bracket up
to 25kg

Lighting
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*Please note that shelving units can not be added under this product

PS750

PS1000

PS1050 LED

Accessories

Selection Guide (part 4)
Counter 		

extras

Freestanding Counter v1

Lockable Door

Freestanding Counter v2

Lockable Door

Bags 		
Bag (Small)
Bag (Large)
Case (with wheels)

Bag(small)
Ideal for smaller beams and accessories

Bag (large)
Ideal for the larger upright beams

Case (with wheels)
Pack your whole stand into one box and
wheel it away

Note: white thermoformed tops are supplied as standard on all our counters cupboards and shelves, other
finishes are available on request please speak to you sales assistant

Accessories

Selection Guide (part 5)
Stand Heights			
• All stands  have a standard height of 2.4m with 3.0m available as an option
• 2.4m can also be used as a 2.0m
• For shell schemes, a 2.2m version can be supplied on request

Graphics
Graphic templates are available for all our standard
stand configurations, if you are adding accessories to
your stand we will create a bespoke template for you in
around 5 days.
We are able to supply graphic application accessories such
as cover strips for external corners and angle strips for internal
angles, hangers, steel and mag tape etc, which enable our
recommended fixing method.

